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May 6th, 2022 Asset Allocation: Net exposures 5.4% bonds / -0.1% commodities / -10.7% equities / 50.7% gross (Total 
Fund)  FX: 87.3% CAD, 11.5% USD, 0.1% JPY, 0% AUD, 0.1% EUR, 0.2% GBP 
 
April 29th, 2022 Asset Allocation: Net exposures 10% bonds / 2.6% commodities / -5.8% equities / 57.4% gross (Total 
Fund)  FX: 87.7% CAD, 11.1% USD, 0.1% JPY, 0% AUD, 0.1% EUR, 0.2% GBP 

Monthly performance, macro context, current positioning and future expectations.

Performance
Week of May 6th, 2022
 
Arrow Global Advantage Alternative Class (F Class):
WTD -0.33%
MTD -0.33%
YTD -2.70%
 
MSCI ACWI:
WTD -1.53%
MTD -1.53%
YTD -14.73%

Global Market Summary

It was a very busy week on the economic front amplified by the FED meeting which saw a 50bps rise in the FFR and 
details on the QT program.  At the press conference following the FED decision, Chair Powell took the 75 bps hike “off 
the table” and re-iterated several more 50 bps hikes to some at the next 2 meetings.  The market took this as a dovish 
pivot of sorts (not as bad as feared logic) and the Nasdaq rallied very hard (+4%) following the statement.  This seemed 
odd to us as policy remained clearly hawkish.  The answer may have been partially in the Treasury’s Quarterly Refund-
ing Announcement which showed reduced focus on coupons (bonds) that “immunizes” QT for the next few months or 
so, which was a relief of sorts.  However, by Thursday and a sober second thought, markets entirely reversed course 
with stocks and bonds both selling off hard.  By the end of the week equities were slightly lower while the bond market 
hit cycle highs on the 10 year yield  of 3.12%.
 
More significant economic news came with the release of the Employment data on Friday.  While the Establishment 
Survey showed a very healthy +428k more jobs created, which continued a long string of jobs growth, the Household 
Survey was decidedly more bearish showing a loss of 353k.  We are now getting mixed signals in both employment 
series (which are admittedly very “noisy”), including a shrinking of the labor force and moderating wage growth, which 
to us implies a top/peak or more positively a stabilizing/ moderating labor market.  It is worth noting that the labor force 
is still 1.2 million jobs below the Feb 2020 level - more to go.
 
Finally, we got consumer credit data for March - a booming $52.4 BN - a new record and incredible when benchmarked 
against pre-Covid levels of $15 BN per month.  Do you read this as consumer “confidence” and a pick-up in activity post 
pandemic or do you read it as paying for the necessities given the high inflation?  A now sharply falling savings rate leans 
us towards the latter for now.
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Summary Table
Economic Forecasts (Q2/2022 and Q3/2022)

D= Deflation / G= Real Growth / R= Inflationary Growth / I = Inflation

Q2 in the US remains more in the Inflationary “I” zone in the first part (April / May) and then Deflationary “D” as base 
effects kick in for real.

Economic Weekly Update
 
Below is a summary of the week and significant changes. 
 

We have simplified the portfolio into 2 parts – a Global Long/Short part (individual securities) and a Global Macro part 
that focuses on liquid futures, ETF’s etc. across FX, Commodities, Fixed Income and Equities.

Summary of our current positioning:
 
1)     Global Sector Exposures (Long / Short Portfolio of individual companies)
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What an exciting week to say the least.  Only 8 times since 1970 have we seen back-to-back 3% swings in SPX.  
Three of those eight were in March 2020 at the onset of the Covid shock, three were in the fall of 2008 in the Lehman 
aftermath, and one was in October 1987.  We are living in historic times.  There were no major changes to our posi-
tioning last week, and our defensive tilt was beneficial.
 
Last week, we spoke about the reopening trade being one of the areas we are most excited about, but we have 
changed our tune.  Price reactions to earnings reports are very important in deciphering market signals with respect to 
investor sentiment/ positioning, and we were surprised to see the reaction to EXPE.  Let’s go through it. 
 
EXPE is a consensus long reopening trade- it doesn’t take a skilled financial modeler to realize their revenue and EPS 
are poised to accelerate throughout 2022 as travel rebounds.  EXPE reported results that were good, on balance- the 
company posted about 60% gross bookings growth, and 80% revenue growth with strong forward commentary about 
travel and propensity of the consumer to spend.  It had all of the bullish points investors were expecting.  The stock 
was down 15% the day of the release, and closed the week down 25%- that is a move to respect and pay attention to.  
Our thesis on the reopening trade centered around our conviction in the fundamental story playing out… but it seems 
everyone had the same thesis.  Since EXPE didn’t work this quarter and we got what we were expecting from earn-
ings, the questions we asked ourselves are what is the next catalyst, what will make the stock work, as it is clear the 
market will not pay for the reopening story anymore.  We think it will be tougher for these stocks to work if investors 
have fully discounted the reopening theme, which seems to be the case.
 
Besides, we are getting more pessimistic on the technology industry after seeing the hiring freeze from Meta, Am-
azon’s comment on their overstaffing situation as well as the layoffs Robinhood is about to have on their full-time 
employees, roughly 9%.  We expect growth to get compressed in quad 4, especially those non-profitable and non-es-
sential category, moreover, we expect to see companies re-examining their technology services and discontinue those 
less economic-efficient ones.  Ultimately companies will likely consolidate the services they are using and stick to the 
comprehensive vendors, like Microsoft, instead of getting services from multiple vendors.  Therefore, we prefer high 
quality, all-around vendors than smaller, discretionary tech services.

2)     Global Macro Exposures
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Commodities – Bullish Gold

Sold the bulk of our gold futures on the back of higher long term rates.  Like rates, we will wait for better entry points to 
get long again and some signs that the USD has run its course.

Bonds – Bullish Duration / Short Credit

We cut back sharply on our US Treasury positions this week.  We remain confident in our thesis that yields are in the 
process of peaking however data on unit labor costs and the FED’s reaction function i.e. they slow the pace of hikes if 
and only if there are material signs of easing wages and commodity prices.  We may have to wait longer than original-
ly anticipated.

Equity Futures – Negative

We remain net short of equities via put spreads on the S&P 500 and the Russell 2000 indices.

Foreign Exchange Positions:

FX – Bullish USD

 

We look forward to reporting back next week.
 

Historical Performance – As of Apr 29, 2022
    1-Year  3-Year  ITD
AGAA - Series F -0.28%  5.43%   3.98%

Published May 9, 2022
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Commissions, trailing commissions, management and performance fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund 
investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compound total 
returns net of fees and expenses payable by the fund (except for figures of one year or less, which are simple total returns) including 
changes in security value and reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional 
charges or income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their 
values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.

The rates of return are used only to illustrate the effects of the compound growth rate and are not intended to reflect future values 
or returns on investment in an investment fund.

This document is provided as a general source of information and should not be considered personal, legal, accounting, tax or 
investment advice, or construed as an endorsement or recommendation of any entity or security discussed. Every effort has been 
made to ensure that the material contained in this document is accurate at the time of publication. Market conditions may change 
which may impact the information contained in this document. All charts and illustrations in this document are for illustrative pur-
poses only. They are not intended to predict or project investment results. Individuals should seek the advice of professionals, as 
appropriate, regarding any particular investment. Investors should consult their professional advisors prior to implementing any 
changes to their investment strategies. 

Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that are predictive in 
nature, depend upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that include words such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “could,” “expect,” 
“anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” or “estimate,” or other similar expressions. Statements that look forward in time or include 
anything other than historical information are subject to risks and uncertainties, and actual results, actions or events could differ 
materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are not guarantees of future performance and are by their nature based on numer-
ous assumptions. Although the FLS contained herein are based upon what Arrow Capital Management and the portfolio manager 
believe to be reasonable assumptions, neither Arrow Capital Management nor the portfolio manager can assure that actual results 
will be consistent with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider the FLS carefully and not to place undue reliance on FLS. 
Unless required by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or obligation to update 
or revise FLS, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. 

The comparison presented is intended to illustrate the historical performance of the Fund as compared with the historical perfor-
mance of a widely quoted market index or a weighted blend of widely quoted market indices or other investments. There are various 
important differences that may exist between the Fund and the stated indices or other investments that may affect the performance 
of each. The objectives and strategies of the Fund result in holdings that do not necessarily reflect the constituents of and their 
weights within the comparable indices. Indexes are unmanaged and their returns do not include any sales charges or fees. It is not 
possible to invest directly in market indices. Certain statements contained in this communication are based in whole or in part on 
information provided by third parties and Arrow Capital Management has taken reasonable steps to ensure their accuracy. Market 
conditions may change which may impact the information contained in this document.

More information about the Fund can be found on our website www.arrow-capital.com.


